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Currently, the security of stored data has become an absolute requirement. 
Security against computer networks connected to the database is no longer safe 
because data leaks can be caused by irresponsible people. The results of this 
program can be used to secure data. One of the cryptography that is suitable 
for securing the data is the Electronic Code Book algorithm because the 
Electronic Code Book cryptography is suitable for encrypting a password in a 
login data. The program results show that the Electronic Code Book (ECB) 
algorithm is suitable for this security, because it can encrypt the password in 




Electronic code book algorithm. 
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Security for data stored in databases has become an absolute requirement. Security against 
computer networks connected to the database is no longer safe, because data leaks can be caused by 
irresponsible people or parties who are directly related to the database must find a way to secure data 
without the intervention of the database administrator[1]. 
In the field of cryptography, there are two very important or main concepts, namely 
encryption and decryption. Encryption is the process in which information or data to be sent is 
converted into a form that is almost unrecognizable as initial information by using a certain 
algorithm. Decryption is the opposite of encryption in that it converts the disguised form back into 
the original information[2]. A message or data that is still original and has not been encrypted is 
known as plaintext. Then after disguising it by means of an encoding, this plaintext is called 
ciphertext. The process of disguising it from plaintext to ciphertext is called encryption (encryption), 
and the process of returning from ciphertext to plaintext back is called decryption[3]. 
Cryptography can be used to secure data. Therefore, database users need help to meet the 
security needs of the data they store. One of the efforts to secure the information system that can be 
done is cryptography[4]. Cryptographic techniques can be used to ensure document security. One 
that can be used is data encryption and decryption, or in other words, encoding the data so that only 
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the person concerned knows the contents of the data. Electronic Code Book cryptography is a strong 
algorithm and has been declared safe until now[5]. 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 
In carrying out this research, clear and structured stages are needed, in order to facilitate the 
process, it is necessary to make a diagram design such as the diagram below: 
 
Figure 1. Diagram of Methods and Research Stages 
In the stages of the research method, the author conducted interviews with experts to obtain 
symptoms of worms in livestock. 
2.1. Basic theory 
A. Cryptography 
Cryptography comes from Greek. According to this language, the word cryptography is 
divided into two, namely crypto and graphia. Crypto means secret (secret) and graphia means 
writing (writing). According to terminology, cryptography is the science and art of maintaining 
the security of messages when they are sent from one place to another. In its development, 
cryptography is also used to identify message sending with digital signatures and the authenticity 
of messages with digital fingerprints[6]. 
B. Algorithm Electronic Code Book (ECB) 
ECB mode is the simplest mode. ECB operates by breaking the original text of size N x n 
bits into N blocks with each block of size n bits (according to the block size of the encryption 
system), then each block is encoded with the key, and the same encryption algorithm. For 
decryption, the same thing is done using the decryption algorithm[7]. 
In ECB mode of operation, if the original text is not an exact multiple of the encoding 
system block size, padding is required. Padding is the addition of a few bytes to the last block of 
the original text so that it has the correct size multiple of the block size. The array of bytes used 
for padding can be either an empty byte or an array with a constant such as byte 80 followed by 
byte 00[8]. 
The second way to fulfill the length of the original text so that it is the exact multiple of 
the block size is the ciphertext stealing technique. With this technique the cipher text size is the 
same as the original text size without the need for additional padding. For example, the last 2 
blocks of the initial text are PN-1 and PN. The block size is n bits, and the final block size (PN) 
is m bits with m <n do the following[7]: 
1. Perform X = enck (Pn-1) (PN-1 block encryption). 
2. Set CN = headm (X) (The function headm (X) is to take the m leading bit X). 
3. Compute Y = PN | tailn-m (X) (the function headn-m (X) is to take the n-m bits behind 
Y). 
4. Set CN-1 = enck (Y) 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This discussion section explains in general how the Electronic Code Book (ECB) algorithm 
works in encrypting messages. The Electronic Code Book (ECB) algorithm has the advantage, 
because each plaintext block is encrypted independently, we don't need to encrypt files linearly. We 
can encrypt the first 5 blocks, then the blocks at the end, and go back to the middle blocks and so on.  
Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode is suitable for encrypting randomly accessed files, such 
as database files. If the database is encrypted with Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode then any record 
can be encrypted or decrypted independently of the other records (assuming each record consists of 
an equal number of discrete blocks). Error of 1 or more bits in the block ciphertext only affects the 
ciphertext concerned at the time of decryption. Other ciphertext blocks when decrypted are not 
affected by the bit error ciphertext.Based on the results of consultations and interviews with experts, 
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In this mode, each plaintext block is encrypted individually and independently. 
Mathematically, encryption with the Electronic Code Book (ECB) algorithm is expressed as Ci = EK 
(Pi) and decryption as Pi = DK (Ci). That in this case, Pi and Ci are the ith block of plaintext and 
ciphertext, respectively. Figure 3.1 shows the encryption of two plaintext blocks, P1 and P2 with the 
Electronic Code Book (ECB) algorithm, which in this case E represents the encryption function that 
encrypts the plaintext block using the K key. 
Plaintext (in characters): DIRMAIRANI 
Key (in character): BUDIDARMA 
C0: 00110100 (4 in character) 
Settlement: 
The encryption function E used is to make the plaintext blocks 8 bits and make the key also 
8 bits and then XOR the Pi plaintext block w
left and the wrapping results in XOR will return with the initial key. 
 
 
So, the results of plaintext encryption 
01000001 01010010 01001001 01000101 00100000 01001001 01010011 01001011    
01000001   01001110    01000100   01000001   01010010  
(DIRMAIRANI in character) 
 
00101100 01110100 01000010 01010110 10101111 01010000 00011010 00000100    
00111000   01011110   01010010   00101010   00111100 
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(2C744256AF501A04385E522A3C in notation HEX) 
 
4. CONCLUSION  
The password in the login data is encrypted by making the plaintext blocks 8 bits and making 
the key also 8 bits and then XORing the plaintext block Pi with K, then shifting the bits from Pi  K 
one position to the left and the wrapping results in XOR will return with the initial key. This login 
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